Water for Profit

Maximise Your Irrigation Performance
Funded until June 2018

TIA – 3 sub-projects
  - Grower groups
  - Decision support tools
  - Soil parameterisation

DPIPWE
  - Enterprise suitability
  - Soil vulnerability mapping

TFGA – knowledge brokers
8.35am Whole Farm Irrigation Planning - James Curran, Macquarie Franklin
9.00am Phone Technology for Irrigation - Rob Jones, Roberts Irrigation
9.15am Panel Discussion - Keith Pengilley and Piers Dumaresq
10.00am Morning tea sponsored by Roberts Ltd
10.30am Power and Energy Use - Joseph Foley, National Centre for Engineering in Agriculture
11.15am Energy on Farm - Stephen Creese
11.30am Sprinkler Technology - Steven Radford, Nelson Australia
12.15pm Close - Sue Hinton, Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture
12.30pm Lunch, sponsored by Roberts Ltd
Rural Business Tasmania

Supporting and Growing
RURAL ENTERPRISE

RAW TAS
RURAL ALIVE & WELL

TALK TO A mate
1300 HELP MATE

Water for Profit